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Ensemble learning, as a kind of method to improve the generalization ability of classifers, is often used to improve themodel efect
in the feld of deep learning. However, the present ensemble learning methods mostly adopt voting fusion in combining strategies.
Tis strategy has difculty mining efective information from the classifers and cannot efectively refect the relationship between
diferent classifers. Ensemble learning based on the evidential inference rule (ER rule) can efectively excavate the internal
relationships among diferent classifers and has a certain interpretability. However, the ER rule depends on the weight dis-
tribution of diferent combination strategies, and the setting of the evidence weight will afect the accuracy and stability of the
model. Terefore, this paper proposes a new ensemble learning method based on multiple fusion weighted evidential reasoning
rules and constructs an ensemble learning framework for data fusion and decision mapping. Tis framework takes the evidence
weight, confdence, and feature data of each classifer as input and the integration results as output. Te weight of evidence was
determined by multiple fusion weights of the entropy weight method and order relation method. Finally, the integrated learning
process is set up by the ER algorithm. Te method proposed in this paper is verifed by multiple datasets. Experimental results
show that the surface construction model has good performance, and the defects of single weighting instability are greatly
improved under the premise of improving the integration efect.

1. Introduction

Integrated learning is an important branch of machine
learning. Ensemble learning can reduce generalization error
and improve classifcation accuracy by constructingmultiple
weak learners and combining them into one strong learner.
Integrated learning is widely used in image processing,
intrusion detection, software product quality inspection, and
many other felds. With the rapid development of machine
learning, integrated learning plays an important role in
many felds.

At present, many scholars are studying integrated
learning. Tese methods include the voting method [1],
averaging method [2], learning method [3], and D-S theory
[4–6]. Breiman et al. [7] proposed the bagging algorithm,
which is also called the self-help method. Bagging is

a sampling method used to obtain the distribution and belief
interval of statistics. Te simple majority voting method is
used as the combination strategy to integrate multiple
models and obtain the fnal result. Yang et al. [8] proposed
an ensemble learning method based on a support vector
machine (SVM). Tis method uses random undersampling
and synthetic minority class oversampling technology in
combination with ways to deal with datasets and the for-
mation of multiple data subsets. Ten, the boosting algo-
rithm is used to train a stronger support vector machine
classifer model. Te fnal result is obtained by the in-
tegration of voting. Tis method has good detection per-
formance. Coscrato et al. [9] proposed an NN-stacking
method (NNS) for improved stacking, which generalizes
Breiman’s approach by allowing linear parameters to vary
with input features, enabling NNS to perform better in
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diferent regions of the feature space using diferent base
models in general. Daho et al. [10] proposed a random
subspace algorithm based on random forest. Te random
subspace trains each classifer by using random partial
features instead of all features to reduce the correlation
between each classifer. Ten, the fnal result is obtained by
majority voting or combining prior probabilities.

In most integrated learning methods of voting by ballot,
such as the combination strategy of the average method and
fusion method, it is difcult to mine the efective in-
formation from the classifer, and the connection between
the various classifers, as well as each classifer, cannot be
refected. Te internal characteristics in the process of
combining multiple classifers make it difcult to achieve an
ideal result. Tis phenomenon is like a person without
a driver’s license driving a formula 1 car and not taking
advantage of the full performance of the car. Terefore, it is
necessary to establish a decision-making mechanism for
a variety of classifers that can maximize the due level.

In 2013, Yang and Xu [11] established the ER rule, which
considered the weight and reliability of evidence. Te ER
rule is an extension of D-S theory. Te study clearly dis-
tinguishes between the importance and reliability of evi-
dence and emphasizes that ER rules can be used efectively
for data fusion. However, when ER rules are used for en-
semble learning, the setting of the evidence weight has
a great impact on the accuracy of the model. Te proposed
model demonstrates the problems in setting the weight of
evidence. Terefore, a solution to these problems is pro-
posed.Te ER rule has been widely used in many felds, such
as evaluation and decision-making, due to its strong data
fusion ability in the aspect of uncertainty and its charac-
teristics of considering the weight of evidence and the re-
liability of evidence. ER is widely applied inmany felds, such
as safety assessment [12], life assessment [13], compre-
hensive decision-making, and fault diagnosis [14]. Evidential
reasoning rules are a new feld in ensemble learning. Te
average voting method cannot refect the characteristics of
each classifer. If the diference is too large under the
condition of the base model, it also cannot obtain a good
result. Evidence theory is an important part of the feld of
intelligent decision-making, using the Dempster rule
according to fusion, uncertainty reasoning, and strong
fexibility. However, this algorithm cannot solve conficting
evidence because there are problems such as exponential
explosion [15].

However, an ensemble learning model with an excellent
decision-making mechanism can be built for multiple
classifers by using evidential reasoning rules [11, 16], which
can connect all classifers internally and give full play to the
efectiveness of each classifer. However, the model based on
ER rules has high requirements on the reliability of evidence
weight. After several experiments, the surface evidence
weight has a great infuence on the fnal integration efect of
ER integration learning. In the process of repeated experi-
ments, the diference in the weight of evidence will lead to
a gap of the accuracy of the integration results of more than
3%. Te weights used literature [17–27] are specifed by
experts who actually evaluate industrial process indicators.

However, this kind of the artifcial subjective weighting
method has strong controlling power and easily causes result
deviation. In addition, some researchers have recently im-
proved the setting of evidence weights. Wu et al. [19]
proposed popular calibration weighting methods, such as
generalized regression, generalized exponential skew, and
verifed their efectiveness. Combining the maximum de-
viation method, the coefcient of variation method and the
entropy weight method, the index optimal adaptive
weighting model was established [20]. Literature [21] pro-
poses a new weighted majority voting set (WMVE) method
to assign diferent weights to classifers [22]. Previous studies
[23, 24] have proposed the validity and reliability of com-
bined weighting. Literature [25]the combinatorial weighting
method is adopted to improve the accuracy of ensemble
learning method based on evidential reasoning rules, but the
stability of combinatorial weighting method is not
explained, and the weight is not disturbed fusion. It can be
said that solving the stability and reliability of evidence
weight is the primary task of ensemble learning methods
based on evidential reasoning rules. In summary, consid-
ering the infuence of the weight distribution on ER evasive
reasoning rules, this paper optimizes the fnal weight from
the two aspects of the volatility and importance of each
model data.Tree diferent methods are used to combine the
entropy weight method and the order relation method. Tis
allows the target weights to balance volatility and
importance.

In summary, a new ensemble learning model is con-
structed based on ER rules. Te contributions of this paper
are as follows. (1) In the ER rule, the weight of evidence is
determined by the multiple fusion combination weighting
method. It can further fnd efective information in the
process of evidence combination, consider the fuctuation
factor and importance factor of evidence, and set a more
reasonable and reliable weight of evidence for the ER rule.
(2) Te multiple fusion combination weighting method is
used to determine evidence to improve its stability and
reliability for analysis. Te concept of weight diference is
proposed, and an efective experimental analysis of weight
diference is carried out. (3) Tree diferent fusion and
weight assignment strategies are proposed, and experimental
analysis is carried out.

Te rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
proposes the problems to be solved, and Section 3 establishes
the use of three combination strategies to determine the
weight and introduces two weight assignment methods: the
entropy weight method and the order relation method. In
Section 4, an integrated learning model based on ER rules is
constructed. Section 5 illustrates a case to verify the efec-
tiveness and stability of the multiple fusion weighting
method introduced in Section 4. Section 6 gives the con-
clusions of this paper.

On the premise of improving the fnal efect of ensemble
learning, the problem focuses on ensemble learning of ev-
idential reasoning rules. Te instability of the results of
a large number of single-weighted experiments leads to the
poor fnal results of ensemble learning, which is the focus of
this study.
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2. Problem Definition

Problem 1. Integrated learning strategy formulation.
A comprehensive study was conducted. Based on

multiple deep learning intelligent cognitive result processing
models, the weight and belief degree of evidence are ob-
tained as the input rules of the evidential reasoning model.
Te rules of evidence reasoning model is used as an in-
tegration model to calculate the fusion of multiple sets of
diferent weights of evidence and evidence of belief degrees.
Te fnal integration results are also obtained. Assuming that
a total of multiple X classifers are integrated, the process of
the ER rule-based integrated learning model is as follows:

y(i) � fi(d, τ), (1)

where y(i) represents the classifcation result of classifer i,
i � 1, 2, . . . n, fi represents the classifcation process, d is the
dataset, and τ is the parameter set in the classifcation
process. After the classifcation results are obtained, the
model integration results can be described as

u � g(y(i),ϖ(w, b)), (2)

where g(·) is the integral process of the model, ϖ is the
parameter set in the collection process, u stands for the fnal
ensemble learning result, and w and b represents the pa-
rameter set in the classifcation process. To solve the above-
given problems, this paper proposes an integrated learning
model based on multiple fusion weighted ER rules, as shown
in Figure 1. It consists of two parts: combinatorial weights
and ER rules, which are detailed in Sections 3 and 4,
respectively.

Problem 2. Parameter settings in the ensemble learning
process.

Te main ϖ body consists of 2 parts: a set of evidence
weights w and belief degree b.

w � w(i)|1≤ i≤ n{ }, n represents the number of datasets,
each dataset needs to generate a weight in an ER-based
ensemble rule, and i represents the current dataset weight
solution. Te calculation of the weight w can depend on the
data of the dataset itself or the accuracy of the dataset. To
solve the problem of excessive dependence and stability of
a single weighting, the weights can be obtained as follows:

ws � f1(DATA),

wo � f2(ACC),


w � F ws, wo( , (3)

where ws � ws(i)|1≤ i≤ n  and wo � wo(i)|1≤ i≤ n  rep-
resent the objective weight method and entropy weight
method and subjective weight method and order relation
method weight, respectively. DATA represents the original
neural network DATA. ACC represents the accuracy rate of
each model of the original neural network.
w � w(i)|1≤ i≤ n{ } represents the fnal fusion weight, and
f1 and f2 represent the entropy weight method and order
relation method, respectively. F(·) stands for combining the

subjective weight and objective weight. In the ER-based
ensemble learning process, the weight w has a huge infu-
ence on the ensemble learning result. However, the belief
degree b � b(i)|1≤ i≤ n{ } has a relatively infuence on the
ensemble learning result.

b(i) � ACCi. (4)

Problem 3. Evidence weight combination strategy formu-
lation and how to improve the accuracy and stability.

A single weighting will separate the subjective and ob-
jective weights. In many cases, there will be a large gap
between the weights obtained by the subjective weighting
method and the objective weighting method. In this case,
playing both subjective and objective roles is needed to make
the overall weight more ideal. In Chapter 5, the concept of
weight diference (the diference between the subjective
weight and objective weight) precision is used to refect the
relationship between the subjective and objective gap and
the results of multiple fusion ensemble learning. Te mul-
tiple fusion strategy based on the entropy weight-order
relationship method is as follows.

Te fnal fusion weights are perturbation fusion, matrix
estimation method fusion, and dispersion maximization
method fusion, respectively.Te efect and infuence of these
three combined strategies are analyzed and studied. Tese
three diferent combinations of strategies are described as
follows. Te frst is to objectively change the previous
subjective impression. Te second and third methods are
both subjective and objective fusion. Te former is biased to
the establishment of subjectivity, and the latter is the two
groups of weight fusion operations. Tese three fusion
strategies will be introduced in detail in Section 3.

3. Multiple Integration Empowerment

Te processing of ensemble data is a very important part of
ensemble learning. Te weight of each ensemble classifer is
determined according to the characteristics of the data. Te
order relation method and entropy weight method are used
to determine the weight of each integrator, which is more
scientifc, universal and robust than the single weight
method.

Te entropy weight method is an objective weighting
method [26]. Entropy is a physical concept of thermody-
namics and a measure of the disorder degree or disorder
degree of a system.Te larger the entropy is, the more chaotic
the system (the less information it carries), while the smaller
the entropy is, the more orderly the system (the more in-
formation it carries). In the entropy-weightmethod, the larger
the entropy of information is, the smaller its dispersion de-
gree, the smaller its role in the evaluation, and the smaller its
weight. Trough the entropy weight method, we can de-
termine the volatility of the integrated data. Te higher the
volatility of the integrated data is, the greater the weight. Te
entropy weight method can refect the discriminative ability
of the index deeply and determining the weight is an objective
weight method. Its credibility and accuracy are higher than
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those of subjective weights, but it is not smart enough to
consider the infuence between indicators. For example,
without the guidance of business experience, such as corre-
lation and hierarchy, the weight may be distorted. It is highly
dependent on samples, and the weight will fuctuate to some
extent with the constant change in the modeling samples.

Te order relation method is selected to determine the
subjective weight, and the integrated data problem is solved
by the subjective and objective fusion weight. Te order
relation method determines the weight by the importance
criterion. Compared with the objective weighting scheme,
the subjective weighting scheme is more direct and super-
fcial, but it lacks the judgment of the objective weighting
method on the internal mechanism of the data. Terefore,
the purpose of the multiple fusion weights adopted in this
paper is to combine the objectivity and importance of data to
achieve a more misaligned data weight.

Sections 3.1 and 3.2 introduce two basic weighting
schemes. All fusion schemes are developed by these two
basic weighting schemes.

3.1. Te Use of the Entropy Weight Method to Calculate the
Objective Weight

Step 1. Te proportion of the index value of the j − th
evaluation index of the piji − th model of the generated data
are calculated:

pij �
rij


m
j�1rij

(i � 1, 2, 3, . . . n, j � 1, 2, 3, . . . m). (5)

Step 2. Te entropy value e of the i − th indicator is
calculated:

ei � −k 

m

j�1
pij lnpij(i � 1, 2, 3, . . . n). (6)

Step 3. Te entropy weight w of the j − th indicator is
calculated:

wi �
1 − ei


m
i�1 1 − ei( 

(i � 1, 2, 3, . . . n). (7)

3.2. Te Use of the Order Relation Method to Calculate the
Subjective Weight

Step 1: the order relationship is determined. Te in-
fuence of each criterion on the optimal goal is com-
pared, that is, A1, A2, · · · An, and the order of the
importance degree between each index at each level is
determined. Te more important the index is, the
higher the order relationship. Te proportion in the
optimal target is determined, that is, the order re-
lationship between the criterion layer and the target
layer is determined. Te unique order relation is de-
termined as follows: A∗1 >A∗2 · · · >A∗n .
Step 2: the ratio judgment of the relative importance
between indicators is given. Te ratio is used to
measure the importance of the sequential relationship
indicator.Te experts’ rational judgment on the ratio of
the importance of indicator AK−1 to AK is

Parameter sets in the
integration process

weight of
evidence Confidence

Subjective
weight

objective
weight

weight
fusion

final
parameter

set

ER ensemble learning model with
better accuracy and stability

Three fusion strategies

Accuracy of data set

Dataset ER ensemble
learning model

Expert knowledge

Figure 1: A new ER ensemble learning model.
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wk−1

wk

� rk (k � n, n − 1. . . . 3, 2). (8)

Step 3: according to the order relation and r value, the
sorting weight is calculated, and the calculation for-
mula is as follows:

wn � 1 + 
n

k�2


n

i�k

ri
⎞⎠

− 1

,⎛⎝

wk−1 � rkwk(k � n, n − 1, . . . 3, 2). (9)

Trough the subjective and objective multiple fusion
weights, the weight with the dual characteristics of volatility
and importance is obtained, and then the integration results
with higher accuracy are obtained through the integration of
the evidential reasoning rules.

3.3. Realization of Multiple Fusion and Empowerment

3.3.1. Research on the Fusion of Disturbance. Tis method
obtains the weight value by the entropy weight method.
Ten, this value is used to interfere with the order relation
method and subjectively change the importance of diferent
models. Specifcally, it is described as follows:

w � t fi ws( ( , (10)

where w is the weight of the fnal order relation method. ws

is the objective weight of the entropy weight method, and the
function fi(·) perturbs the index value of the order relation
method through the weight obtained by the entropy weight
method. Te function t(·) represents the fnal weight of the
order relation method by using the perturbed index value.
For example, the weights determined by the entropy weight
method of our three models are 0.4, 0.3, and 0.3, and the
accuracies of the three models are 80%, 80%, and 80%,
respectively. If the objective weight of the entropy weight
method is not considered, the index value of the order
relation method is 1.1, and the index value changes after
perturbation are 1.2 and 1.

3.3.2. Research on the Matrix Estimation Method. Te
weight of the order relation method and entropy weight
method and the weight of direct proportion fusion can be
obtained. According to the order relation analysis method,
the subjective weight wo � wo(i)|1≤ i≤ n  set of indicators
can be obtained, and the objective weight
ws � ws(i)|1≤ i≤ n  set can be determined simultaneously.
Due to the diference between subjective weight wo and
objective weight wo, the weight is not necessarily reasonable.
To obtain more reasonable weights and realize the in-
tegration of subjectivity and objectivity, it is necessary to
meet the weight diference between subjective weights and
objective weights. Te weight combination should be as
small as possible. At the same time, for diferent evaluation
indicators, the relative coefcient sum of subjective weight αi

and objective weight λi will change with the diferent relative
importance of the subjective weight and objective weight.
Combined with the basic idea of matrix estimation, the
optimization model of the combined weight is as follows:

minG(w(i)) � α w(i) − wo(i)( 
2

+ λ w(i) − ws(i)( 
2
.

(11)

Te important coefcients of subjective and objective
weights of indicators are as follows:

αiandλi

αi �
woi

woi + wsi( 
,

λi �
wsi

woi + wsi( 
.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(12)

For each indicator, the smaller G(w(i)) is, the better, and
then the fnal optimization model can be transformed into
the following equation:

min  G(w(i)) � α w(i) − wo(i)( 
2

+ λ w(i) − ws(i)( 
2
,

s.t.
n

i�1w(i) � 1, 0≤w(i)≤ 1.

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

(13)

Multiple fusion weights with both subjective and ob-
jective considerations can be obtained by solving equation
(13).

w(i) �
αiwoi + βiwsi


n
i�1 αiwoi + βiwsi( 

, 1≤ i≤ n. (14)

Based on this approach, the weight of evidential rea-
soning rules has both volatility and importance. After in-
tegration, the accuracy can be further improved and has
a strong fault tolerance rate.

3.3.3. Research on the Level Diference Maximization.
Te idea of determining the weight of the maximum de-
viation is as follows. Under the attribute, if the diference
between the attribute values of all decision schemes is
small, then the attribute plays a small role in the scheme
ranking. In contrast, the attribute values of schemes difer
greatly, indicating that attributes play an important role in
scheme sorting. Terefore, the greater the deviation of the
scheme attribute values is, the greater the weight that
should be assigned, the smaller the deviation is, and the
smaller the weight that should be assigned. If there is no
diference in the attribute value of all decision schemes
under the attribute, then the attribute has no efect on the
scheme ordering, and its weight is zero. Te weights ob-
tained by the order relation method and entropy weight
method are calculated by maximizing the deviation to
obtain the new weights.

It is supposed that the set of schemes is
A � a1, a2, a3, . . . , an  and the set of attributes is
B � b1, b2, b3, . . . , bm . Ten, uij � bi(aj) is the attribute
value of scheme aj under attribute bi, cij is the normalized
result of the decision matrix Y � (yij)n×m, the weight vector
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of the attribute is ω � (ω1,ω2,ω3,ω4 . . .ωn)τ , and
ωi ≥ 0, 

n
i�1ωi � 1. Tus, the comprehensive attribute value

of scheme aj can be calculated:

cj � 
m

i�1
ωicij, j ∈ N. (15)

Attribute A represents the total variance of all decision
plans and other decision plans. Te weight vector A should
be selected to maximize the total variance of all attributes of
all decision plans to construct the deviation function:

τ(ω) � 
m

i�1
τi(ω) � 

m

i�1


n

j�1
ωicij − ωici 

2
,

� 
m

i�1


n

j�1
cij − ci 

2
ωi

2
.

(16)

Te weight vector of attributes can be calculated by
solving the following single-objective optimization problem
method:

max  τ(ω) � 
m

i�1


n

j�1
cij − ci 

2
ωi

2
,

s.t 
m

i�1
ωi � 1,ωi ≥ 0, i ∈M.

(17)

In this paper, the level diference maximization is de-
scribed as

ωk � ωkcbωk,

ωk: If 0≤ωk ≤ 1

Thenωk is preserved

Else

Thenωk⟶ ωk �
ωk


n
i�1 ωi

, k � 1, 2, . . . , n  as the newweight.

(18)

After the above-given steps, the subjective weight and
objective weight of classifer k are used to obtain the
combined weight by level diference maximization. Finally,
it is judged whether the value range of the combined weight
is satisfed. If the combined weight meets the condition, it
will be retained; otherwise, it will be regularized.

3.3.4. Te Combination Strategies of the Tree Diferent
Weights Are as Follows.

Case 1: w � f2 u ws, acc( ( ,

Case 2: w � F1 ws, wo( ,

Case 3: w � F2 ws, wo( .

(19)

Te weight of evidence is an important part of the ER
rule, and the weight method is the focus of this paper.
Some representative weighting methods are selected for

defnition in this section. Tis section confrms that the
subjective weight will eventually be used in Section 4.2.3.
Te subjective weighting method is a weighting method
based on the decision-maker’s subjective information,
which can refect the decision-maker’s emphasis on
diferent attributes and fexibly grasp the importance of
each decision attribute. However, its fexibility and
variability can be too subjective. Te subjective weighting
method chosen in this paper is the order relation method
(G1). Te objective weighting method is based on the
original data and a series of operations to obtain the
weight. Tis method has a strong mathematical basis to
support.

4. Multi-Integrated Learning Based on
Evidential Reasoning Rules

Te ER rule is an intelligent decision mechanism with
good performance. Trough this decision mechanism,
multiple groups of classifers are combined to improve
the classifcation efect. Te specifc process is shown in
Figure 2.

A cognitive model of multiple intelligences based on the
objective world picture is studied. Intelligent identifcation
from the subjective and objective data results of the entropy
weight method-sequence relationship function is conducted
to determine the weight of evidence. Te other part is
generated by the statistical belief level of evidence coupled
with the ER rules to generate an intelligent decision model
[27] and make smart decisions.

4.1. Generation of Multiple Intelligent Cognitive Models.
Te evolution of artifcial intelligence is a process in which
the range or type of simulation of human intelligence or
cognitive activities is constantly expanded and the simula-
tion ability is constantly improved. Tis process is closely
related to the philosophical cognitive views derived from or
expressed by the artifcial intelligence of diferent paradigms.
Tis is because when artifcial intelligence seeks to “think like
a human” or react in a way similar to a human, it must
involve the problem of how people think and react, that is,
how to conduct cognition.

It captures information through the external world,
converts it into images, texts, numbers, and other efective
data, and organizes them into datasets. It also generates an
excellent and reliable intelligent cognitive model by con-
stantly changing the parameters through repeated deep
learning iterative training and learning rate adjustment.

4.2. Construction of the Intelligent Decision Model. In the
digital age, due to the explosion of information and the
multiplication of organizational complexity, the difculty,
and uncertainty of decision-making have correspondingly
multiplied. We need an intelligent decision model that can
deal with a large amount of data. Te intelligent decision
model adopted in this paper can not only fuse large-scale
data but also have good decision performance.
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Tedata generated by the results of intelligent cognition are
used as evidence input and are then efectively fused by ER rules.
Te entropy weight method-order relation method is used as
the evidence weight, and diferent intelligent cognitive models
are used as the accuracy to complete intelligent decisions.

4.2.1. Evidence Weight. Te combination of subjective and
objective weighting methods reduces the subjectivity of relying
on expert knowledge and reduces the instability caused by
a single weighting method. Te combination of subjective and
objective methods makes the intelligent decision model more
reliable and stable and improves the accuracy to a certain
degree. Te entropy weight method can be obtained by using
the information entropy input evidence of volatility.Te higher
the volatility is, the higher the reliability. It is generally believed
that the more distinct or discrete the intelligent cognitive model
is to the data, the better the reliability of the intelligent learning
model. Te sequence relations can distinguish between the
importance of subjective cognition. Simply speaking, the im-
portance of an intelligent cognitivemodel can be determined by
its accuracy. By combining the two weights, a more convincing
weight of evidence can be obtained. Te process is shown in
Figure 3.

4.2.2. Reliability of Evidence. Te reliability of evidence is
a characteristic of evidence that refects the ability of evidence to
provide a correct assessment or solution to a hypothesis. Based
on the defnition of evidence reliability, when using ER rules for
ensemble learning, each classifer in the ensemble learning
process is regarded as separate evidence, and the classifcation
accuracy of each classifer on the dataset is the ability to correctly
evaluate the sample. Terefore, through mathematical statistics,
the probability of a classifer correctly classifying a dataset is
calculated as its reliability.

4.2.3. Evidence Fusion. Assuming that the data obtained
from each classifer in the integration process are taken as

a completely independent piece of evidence, there are m

pieces of evidence in total. Te category is considered to be
the assessment level, and the probability considers the
classifer’s judgment on the sample category as the belief
level corresponding to the assessment level. Te reliability
distribution of each piece of evidence can be expressed as

em � θ, pθ,m ,∀θ ∈ Θ; Θ, pθ,m , (20)

where θ is the evaluation level. pθ,m is the belief degree θ of
the evaluation strategy em, which is the evaluation level
under the evidence. Θ is the identifcation framework in-
cluding all evaluation levels, and pθ,m is the belief degree θ of
indicator M relative to the identifcation framework, that is,
the global ignorance and satisfaction, where 0≤pθ,m ≤ 1,

and θ∈Θpθ,m.≤ 1.
Te reliability rm and weight wm are explained in 4.2.1

and 4.2.2, respectively. Te weighted belief distribution of
reliable evidence m is

Mm � θ, Mθ,m ,∀θ⊆Θ; P(Θ), Mp(Θ),m , (21)

where P(Θ) is a power set, Mθ,m is the mixed probability
mass of M at the evaluation level θ and satisfes the following
condition:


θ∈Θ

Mθ,m + Mp(Θ),m � 1,

Mθ,m �

0, θ � ∅,

crw,mMθ,m,

crw,m 1 − rm( θ � P(Θ),

θ⊆Θ, θ≠∅,

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

(22)

where crw,m � 1/(1 + wm − rm) is the regularized coefcient.
Mθ,m is the basic probability quality of M at the evaluation
level θ, and ∅ represents the empty set.

As completely independent evidence, each classifer has
M pieces of evidence, so the belief combination degree Pθ,e(c)

is determined by the following formula of C pieces of
evidence:
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Figure 2: Multi-integrated learning model process.
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Pθ,e(c) �

0, θ � ∅,

Mθ,e(c)

A⊆Θ
MA,e(c)

, θ⊆Θ, θ ≠∅,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Mθ,e(c) �

0, θ � ∅,

Mθ,e(c)

A⊆Θ
MA,e(c) + MP(Θ),e(c)

, θ⊆Θ, θ≠∅,

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

MP(Θ),e(c) � 1 − rc( MP(Θ),e(c−1),

Mθ,e(c) � 1 − rc( Mθ,e(c−1) + MP(Θ),e(c−1)Mθ,b  + 
A∩B�θ

MA,e(c−1)MC,c,∀θ⊆Θ,

(23)

where Mθ,e(c) is the degree of support to the hypothesis θ by
the fusion results of C completely independent evidence, and
c � 1, . . . , m, Mθ,e(1) � Mθ,1, and MP(Θ),e(1) � MP(Θ),1.

Assuming that the utility of the evaluation level θ is u(θ),
the expected efect U of the fnal model is

u � 
θ∈Θ

u(θ)Pθ,e(c). (24)

Te expected utility u is compared with the evaluation
level u(θ); if u � u(θ), then the result category of integration
using evidentiary inference rules is θ.

5. Case Study

Te data of this experiment came from fve diferent public
datasets of GitHub, Kaggle, and Aistidio. Te content in-
cluded four classifcation datasets of weather, apple, large
fsh, fower, and porcelain, and the proportion of the veri-
fcation set was 9 :1. Five diferent deep learning models
were used to predict and classify each image. Te specifc
experimental steps are as follows.

Te dataset was imported into diferent deep learning
models, the intelligent cognitive model was optimized
through a large number of iterations, the cognitive results

Fusion of
disturbance

Judge range

Regularization

No

Yes

order relation
method Subjective

weights

Fusion of
matrix

estimation

Maximum
Differential

Method

Weights of
evidence

Entropy weight
methodobjective

weight

Figure 3: Weight of evidence process.
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were obtained, and the probability of each fower picture
belonging to diferent categories was generated.

Te results of intelligent cognition were standardized,
and the original index matrix was formed. Te weight of
multiple fusion data was calculated by the entropy weight
method and order relation method, the weight was taken
as the weight of evidence reasoning rules, and the co-
efcient of variation method was added as the
comparison group.

Te accuracy of each model’s intelligent cognitive results
was the accuracy of evidentiary inference rules.

With the intelligent cognitive results as evidence, ER
rules are combined to fuse the intelligent cognitive results of
the four intelligent cognitive models to form a decision
model, and the calculation accuracy is the intelligent de-
cision result.

Te four deep learning algorithms used in this experi-
ment all adopt the ReLU activation function at the con-
volution layer and the softmax function at the fully
connected layer as the output layer.

5.1. Comparison of ER Classifer and Vote Classifer. Te
integrated learning method based on evidential reasoning rules
is to analyze the evidence theory of a single classifer and then use
the evidence synthesis rules to synthesize the results of each
classifer to get the fnal result. Te voting rule is to simply vote
the results of multiple single classifers and select the result with
the most votes as the fnal result.Te ensemble learningmethod
based on evidential reasoning rules needs to conduct evidence
theory analysis on the classifcation results of each classifer and
determine the evidence synthesis rules when the classifer is
integrated, which will generate some additional computational
load and decision burden butmake the integration processmore
reliable through these decisions. However, the voting method
does not need evidence theory analysis but simply votes the
results of multiple classifers, which is relatively simple to deal
with. Te integrated learning method based on evidential rea-
soning rules is suitable for classifcation problems, especially in
the case of uncertainty and contradiction and can make full use
of diferent characteristics of diferent classifers to improve the
accuracy of classifcation. Te result of the ER ensemble is the
average of the results of the fve classifers using three diferent
fusion weighting strategy sets, and the voting classifers result is
the simple voting of the fve classifers. Te results are shown in
Table 1.

It is not difcult to see from Table 1 that the ER-based
ensemble learning method improves the accuracy com-
pared with the voting method in the evidence theory
analysis and internal data association processing of the
classifcation results of each classifer when it is integrated
with the classifer. Especially in the case of a large gap
between classifers, the improvement results will be more
signifcant.

5.2.ClassifcationExperimentBasedonLargeFishRecognition

5.2.1. Group 1. Tis group is the data results of large fsh:
EW represents the entropy weight method, G1 represents
the order relation method, C.V represents the coefcient of
variation method, & represents perturbation fusion
weighting, @ represents fusion weighting using the matrix
estimation method, and ∗ represents fusion weighting using
the range maximization method. In this article, the abbre-
viations D, M, I, E, and R refer to the fve classifers Den-
seNet121, MobileNetV2, InceptionV3, EfcientNet, and
ResNet152V2, respectively. Five classifer combinations,
DIE, DIR, IER, MIE, andMIR, were used as research objects.
Te data for large fsh are shown as follows.

As shown in Figure 4 and Table 2, in the fsh data set. (1)
Compared with the single weighting method, the multiple
fusion weighting method improves the precision of en-
semble learning to a certain extent. (2) Compared with the
entropy weighting method and the highest order relation,
the average increase is 0.125. (3) In most cases, each diferent
fusion weighting method is better than the single weighting
method. Entropy weight method and order relation method
can measure subjective and objective weight well, and there
is a certain gap between subjective and objective. Terefore,
the multiple fusion weight distribution based on entropy
weight method and order relation method makes use of the
fuctuation characteristics of entropy weight method and the
important characteristics of order relation method and
improves the integration accuracy. (4) Te laboratory data
eventually strike a balance between importance and objec-
tivity and produce good results.

Te experimental results are best when the subjective
and objective diferences are moderate and there is no
obvious overftting or underftting.

Table 1: Comparison of ER classifer and vote classifer.

Data sets Fish Weather Apple Flower
ER ensemble 0.9613 0.9624 0.8824 0.8518
Voting classifers 0.9485 0.9584 0.8681 0.8377
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Figure 4: Comparative experiment of the fsh data set.

Table 2: Fish data set.

MIR DIE DIR IER MIE
EW 0.9555 0.9595 0.9455 0.9565 0.9608
G1 0.9565 0.9600 0.9441 0.9590 0.9608
EW&G1 0.9565 0.9625 0.9460 0.9583 0.9603
EW@G1 0.9570 0.9625 0.9463 0.9593 0.9613
EW∗G1 0.9579 0.9628 0.9463 0.9587 0.9605
C.V 0.9558 0.9578 0.9460 0.9570 0.9608
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5.3. Classifcation Experiment Based on Weather Recognition

5.3.1. Group 2. Tis is a weather data set with the same
labelling as the large fsh data set.

As shown in Figure 5 and Table 3, it can be sum-
marized as follows. (1) For the integration of the fusion of
empowerment in general, the fusion method of em-
powerment gives the highest increase of 0.01, which
shows almost no efect. (2) By observing the experimental
data, it was found that when the weight of the entropy
weight method and sequence data relations act, the
weights obtained are almost unanimous, which indicates
the importance of timeliness and objectivity intensity.
(3) When the accuracy of the base learner is high, the
objective weight and subjective weight are increasingly
consistent, so the weight result obtained by multiple
fusion weighting will not be better. (4) When the base
learner obtains a high accuracy, it will afect the im-
provement of ensemble learning. Of course, this does not
mean that more diferent properties of our fusion
strategy will produce better results.

When the subjective and objective diferences are small,
the natural weight fusion efect is not improved.

5.4. Classifcation Experiment Based on Apples

5.4.1. Tird Group. Tis group is the apple data set.
As shown in Figure 6 and Table 4, it can be sum-

marized as follows. (1) Te efects of the entropy weight
method, i.e., its volatility and importance, are very poor;
there is a huge diference in MIR, and the sequence
relations are within 1.7% accuracy for the individual
empowerment and entropy weight method. Te com-
bination of the three diferent strategies makes the whole
method eventually maintain a high level of accuracy;
although in some cases, the increase is not large. (2) It is
even decreased slightly, but the overall accuracy remains
at a healthy level. Te average integration accuracy of the
three kinds of fusion weights of the fve diferent model
combinations was 0.8802, 0.8099, 0.8576, 0.8623, and
0.8207, representing improvements of −0.26%, 0.17%,
−0.38%, 0.42%, and 0.31% compared to the highest value.
Compared with using the entropy weight method on the
problems, it is improved by 1.44%, 0.17%, 1.39%, 1.45%,
and 0.31%, respectively. (3) It can be seen that the weight
generated by multiple fusion weighting is very stable
overall. Even if a certain weighting scheme has a large
deviation, it can still maintain a high integration level.
Te reason for the huge diference is that partial over-
ftting or underftting may occur. Such overftting or
underftting is difcult to detect in the neural network,
and it will bring great loss to the integrated learning
results if the weighting method of a separate nature is
adopted. In this case, the combination weighting strategy
can greatly reduce our loss. Trough the use of the above

three groups, it is not difcult to fnd that the multiple
fusion weighting strategy has strong stability and ro-
bustness in the case of single property distortion.

When the subjective and objective weights difer greatly
and there may be partial overftting, the fusion weights will
give the model higher stability.

5.5. Classifcation Experiment Based on Flower Class

5.5.1. Fourth Group. Tis group is a fower-like dataset.
As shown in Figure 7 and Table 5, the results of the

above dataset were analyzed efectively. A greater weight
was produced by volatility and importance, and the
weight diference between the two is called the weight
diference. Te larger the weight diference is, the better
the fusion efect and the greater the signifcance of
multiple fusion. Te smaller the diference in power is,
the smaller the gain.

Te diference between subjective weight and objective
weight is moderate, and the experimental results are good
after weight fusion.

5.6. Experimental Validity Analysis. To demonstrate the
efectiveness of the combination weighting method in this
paper, comparative studies are conducted in this subsection.

Te fusion empowerment method includes the subjective
intention of decision makers and the mathematical theory of
objective weighting. To illustrate its validity, the order relation
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Figure 5: Comparative experiment of weather data set.

Table 3: Weather data set.

MIR DIE IER DIR MIE
EW 0.9843 0.9727 0.9867 0.9831 0.9750
G1 0.9845 0.9724 0.9869 0.9838 0.9750
EW&G1 0.9845 0.9727 0.9868 0.9835 0.9749
EW@G1 0.9847 0.9731 0.9872 0.9833 0.9753
EW∗G1 0.9851 0.9730 0.9869 0.9836 0.9748
C.V 0.9843 0.9727 0.9867 0.9831 0.9750
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analysis method (G1) and entropy weight (EW) method are
compared.Te accuracy of the three diferent fusion methods
was compared with the control group, and the results of the
comparative study are shown in Table 6.

As shown in Table 6, blue indicated that the fusion
method was higher than one of the control group and green
indicated that the fusion method was higher than the
control group. Red represents the best result of this clas-
sifer integration. Of the 60 fusion weights, only one of the
four was not higher than any control group. And, the fusion
weight of green and red accounted for more than 70
percent. Te optimization of the overall result is improved
by 0.1-0.2 percentage. In addition, the fusion empower-
ment method can improve by 0.3-0.4 compared with the
single empowerment method. Although the improvement
efect is not as good as the ideal, the integration result is

limited by the overall accuracy of the model and the dif-
ference of the data set. If the learning model with large
diference is adopted for multiple fusion, the integration
learning efect will be more signifcant. In addition, the
fusion weighting method is more scientifc and reliable
than the single weighting method, considering the multiple
nature of the data set, so that both subjective and objective
weights can be refected. Te purpose of this paper is to
show that the integration learning of multiple fusion can
optimize the integration results to a certain extent under
diferent data sets and maintain the fnal integration results
to a high level. Te results show that the fusion weighting
method can improve the stability and accuracy of the
comprehensive results to a certain extent.

Te stability of the results of the multiple fusion
weighting method is shown in Figure 8. Te Y-axis is the
ranking order of accuracy, and the X-axis is 20 groups of
comparison experiments. Te results show that the area of
the three methods of the multifusion weighting method is
smaller than that of the single weighting method to some
extent. Obviously, the fusion weighting method is better
than the single weighting method in terms of stability.

5.7. Weight Diference Analysis. Te following fgure shows
the efectiveness and stability analysis of three diferent
combination strategies. In diferent cases, the integration
efect is diferent. As shown in Figure 5, the efect of multiple
fusion weighting is signifcantly benefted from: frst, there is
no distortion of subjective and objective weights; second, the
weight diference between subjective and objective weights is
appropriate. As shown in Figure 6, when the subjective
weight is close to the objective weight, the efect of fusion
weighting almost does not exist. Another reason is that the
higher the accuracy of the high base classifer, the less
signifcant the ensemble result. As shown in Figure 7, once
the surface base classifer of this graph is overftted or
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Figure 6: Comparative experiment of apple data set.

Table 4: Apple data set.

MIR DIE DIR IER MIE
EW 0.8658 0.8092 0.8437 0.8478 0.8175
G1 0.8828 0.8082 0.8612 0.8581 0.8170
EW&G1 0.8771 0.8098 0.8555 0.8622 0.8211
EW@G1 0.8804 0.8108 0.8577 0.8627 0.8203
EW∗G1 0.8831 0.8092 0.8598 0.8622 0.8208
C.V 0.8735 0.8067 0.8494 0.8530 0.8159

Table 5: Flower data set.

MIR DIE IER DIR MIE
EW 0.8489 0.8298 0.8331 0.8413 0.8385
G1 0.8495 0.8298 0.8317 0.8427 0.8399
EW&G1 0.8520 0.8312 0.8329 0.8421 0.8430
EW@G1 0.8519 0.8315 0.8339 0.8423 0.8435
EW∗G1 0.8506 0.8303 0.8320 0.8436 0.8429
C.V 0.8512 0.8292 0.8323 0.8410 0.8391
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underftted, the weight diference between subjective weight
and objective weight will be very large. In this case, the efect
of multiple fusion weighting will not be very good, but the
stability is stronger than that of single weighting.

As shown in Figure 9, axis X represents the accuracy
diference, axis Y represents the weight diference, EW&G1-
low represents the diference in the EW&G1 combination
strategy minus the lower accuracy value in G1 or EW, and
EW&G1-high represents the diference in the EW&G1
combination strategy minus the higher accuracy value in G1
or EW.With the larger weight diference, the combination of
weights becomes more signifcant. At the same time, the
combination of weights is needed to stabilize the weight and
obtain a better weight index. Overall, the three diferent
combination strategies are more accurate in most cases than
the lower combination strategies in G1 and EW. About 70%
of the combined weighting methods are higher than either
EW or G1 and are better than single weighting methods in
terms of stability. Te efect diference of the three diferent
combination strategies is not obvious. Locally, the weight
diference loses its efcacy when the weight diference is
0–0.13.Tis stage can be called subjective and objective basic
consistency, and the positive utility of the weighting method
is the best when the weight diference is 0.13–0.3. Tis stage

can be called subjective and objective and complements each
other when the weight diference is 0.3–0.45. Large fuctu-
ations and multiple fusion empowerment were produced
due to the large diference in subjective and objective causes,
although to a certain extent, the loss was reduced, but there
were very obvious diferences between the efects of multiple
fusion empowerment. Multiple sets of fusion of empower-
ment were better than the worst single empowerment, but in
many cases worse than the best single empowerment, overall
improving the stability and reducing considerable damage.

5.8. Te Experimental Conclusion. In the feld of ensemble
learning based on ER rules, the problems in ensemble learning
include the following. On the one hand, the number of clas-
sifers is small, so it is difcult to judge the quality of classifers
according to expert experience. On the other hand, the ob-
jective weightingmethod relies toomuch on the samples, and it
is difcult to set reasonable evidence weights to improve the
accuracy of ensemble learning. To solve these problems,
a multiple fusion weighting method is proposed. Tis method
considers the subjective judgment of expert experience and the
objective information of sample data, overcomes the sub-
jectivity or objectivity of the evidence weight to a certain extent,
and makes the weight of evidence more reasonable. Te

Table 6: Comparative study of four datasets.

Dataset Classifer Combination weighting method Comparative method

EW&G1 EW@G1 EW*G1 EW G1

Fish

MIR 0.9565 0.9570 0.9579 0.9555 0.9565

DIE 0.9625 0.9625 0.9628 0.9595 0.9600

DIR 0.9460 0.9463 0.9463 0.9455 0.9441

IER 0.9583 0.9593 0.9587 0.9565 0.9590

MIE 0.9603 0.9613 0.9605 0.9608 0.9608

Weather

MIR 0.9845 0.9847 0.9851 0.9843 0.9845

DIE 0.9731 0.9730 0.9727 0.9727 0.9724

DIR 0.9868 0.9872 0.9869 0.9867 0.9869

IER 0.9835 0.9833 0.9836 0.9831 0.9838

MIE 0.9749 0.9753 0.9748 0.9750 0.9750

Apple

MIR 0.8771 0.8804 0.8831 0.8658 0.8828

DIE 0.8098 0.8108 0.8092 0.8092 0.8082

DIR 0.8555 0.8577 0.8598 0.8437 0.8612

IER 0.8622 0.8627 0.8622 0.8478 0.8581

MIE 0.8211 0.8203 0.8208 0.8175 0.8170

Flower

MIR 0.8520 0.8519 0.8506 0.8489 0.8495

DIE 0.8312 0.8315 0.8303 0.8298 0.8298

DIR 0.8329 0.8339 0.8320 0.8331 0.8317

IER 0.8421 0.8423 0.8436- 0.8413 0.8317

MIE 0.8430 0.8435 0.8429 0.8385 0.8399
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Figure 7: Comparative experiment of the fower data set.
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multiple fusionweight strategy ismore stable and accurate than
the single weight strategy in most environments. On this basis,
the weight of evidence is regularized to further improve the
efect of the ER rule-based ensemble learning model.

6. Conclusion

Tere are three innovations in this paper. First, a new en-
semble learning model based on evidential reasoning rules is
proposed, which can provide more intelligent decision-
making compared with existing ensemble learning models.
Second, three fusion strategies of the order relation method
and entropy weight method are proposed. Trough diferent
fusion strategy methods, more selectivity is provided, and the
stability and reliability of evidence weight are greatly im-
proved, which also confrms the efectiveness. Finally,
through a large number of experiments, some reasons for the
loss of stability caused by the integration based on the rule of
evidence are obtained, which also lays a foundation for further
work to solve the stability. In this paper, no study on diferent
base classifers and no discussion on subclassifcation for the
classifer integration with very large diferentiation were
provided. In addition, there are many strategies for the
combination of fusion weights that are worth further research,
such as game theory. Future work is as follows: (1) the in-
tegration weighting scheme should be simplifed, and the
efciency of integration weighting should be improved. (2)
Fusion weighting should be made more efcient under
various integration conditions, and adaptability to most in-
tegration learning should be proven. (3) Weights of diferent
properties should be used for fusion.
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